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Master in Anthropology and Sociology

The Master in Anthropology and Sociology is a programme designed for students interested in the comparative study of global issues across national borders and beyond the opposition between centre and periphery. It examines in a critical way international relations and development with the goal of questioning totalising views of globalisation and the conventional North-South divide. Courses in the programme engage with theoretical approaches and methodological tools in anthropology and sociology in order to enable students to explore several key themes: development; the state and international governance; violence and conflict; rural-urban relations; migration; global health and biomedicine; law, market and labour; inequality; gender; environment; the politics of images.

https://graduateinstitute.ch/anso

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 compulsory courses</td>
<td>24 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 elective courses</td>
<td>66 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 to 9 courses in the discipline of specialisation (including 2 recommended elective courses)</td>
<td>42 to 54 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 4 courses in one or several complementary discipline(s)</td>
<td>12 to 24 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>120 ECTS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each student is allowed to spread out the elective courses over semesters 1 to 4, but must take into account the following points:

- Students must take a certain number of courses in their discipline of specialisation and in complementary disciplines;
- It is obligatory for students to obtain a minimum of 18 ECTS credits each semester;
- Failed courses cannot be repeated during the fourth semester of studies.

The Department of Anthropology and Sociology offers a fast-track entry to our doctoral programme on an exceptional basis. A student may be considered for a fast-track position if he or she has substantial prior training in Anthropology and/or Sociology (for instance, a BA in either discipline) and has demonstrated excellence in our master’s programme. In general, we encourage students to follow our full MA programme of coursework and training before applying to the doctoral programme. We are convinced that this allows them to profit most from our unique approach to the major global issues of our time and to carry out their own empirical research based on the solid theoretical and methodological training that we offer as a Department.

Students have the opportunity to spend their third semester at one of the Institute’s partner universities as part of an exchange programme.
INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTER 1: AUTUMN 2021
→ Research Methods in Anthropology and Sociology, Françoise Grange Omokaro, Graziella Moraes Silva
→ Social Theory I: Classical and Contemporary Debates, Dennis Rodgers

SEMESTER 2: SPRING 2022
→ Ethnographic Fieldwork, Françoise Grange Omokaro
→ Social Theory II: Critical Epistemologies, Patricia Spyer

SEMESTER 2: SPRING 2022
1 recommended elective course:
→ Research Design and Proposal Writing in the Social Sciences, Grégoire Mallard

CONTINUING STUDENTS

LIST OF RECOMMENDED COURSES

SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2022
1 recommended elective course:
→ Writing Ethnography, Kirin Narayan

SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2021
MASTER DISSERTATION

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021
→ Anthropological Perspectives on Reproductive Politics in the 21st Century, Aditya Bharadwaj
→ Anthropologie francophone : De Durkheim à Bourdieu en passant par Foucault, Yvan Droz
→ Anthropology and Tourism: Encounters through Difference and Inequality, Valerio Simoni
→ Critical Perspectives on Migration: Mobilities, Borders, and Transnational Connections, Valerio Simoni
→ Elites and Inequality, Graziella Moraes Silva
→ Human Rights and the Politics of Culture, Julie Billaud
→ Illicit Economies, Filipe Calvão
→ Medical Anthropology II: Contemporary Approaches to Biomedicine, Technology and Global Health, Aditya Bharadwaj
→ Policing and Militarization Today (3 ECTS), Laurence Ralph
→ Religion, politique et sexualité: perspectives comparatives, Jean-François Bayart
→ Screening the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: Competing and Complementary Narratives through Cinematic Representations, Riccardo Bocco
→ Sound and Image: Multimodal Methodologies for the 21st Century (3 ECTS), Mark Westmoreland

Spring 2022
→ Anthropology and Finance, Anna-Riikka Kauppinen
→ Cultures of Expertise, Grégoire Mallard
→ Dealing with the Past and Transitional Justice: Comparative Perspectives, Riccardo Bocco
→ Global Capitalism, Precarious Labour and the Luxury Industry (3 ECTS), Giulia Mensitieri
→ Language and Ethnography (3 ECTS), Niloofar Haeri
→ Medical Anthropology I: Health and Illness in Cross Cultural Perspective, Vinh-Kim Nguyen
→ Mobilities: Critical Perspectives on Forced and Voluntary Migration, Alessandro Monsutti
→ Religion and Technology: Transcultural Networks and Imaginaries (3 ECTS), Kenneth George
→ Religion et politique en Afrique, Jean-François Bayart
→ Sociology of Gender, Isabel Pike
→ TBC (3 ECTS), Simona Taliani
→ TBC on Technology, Racial Extraction and Capitalism (3 ECTS), Tressie McMillan Cottom
→ Topics in Globalisation and Postcolonialism, Alessandro Monsutti
→ Urban Visualities, Patricia Spyer

PLEASE CONSULT POCKET CAMPUS (AVAILABLE ON YOUR SMARTPHONE AND ON THE WEB SITE) FOR ALL COURSES OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES.
PhD in Anthropology and Sociology

The PhD programme is designed to take a maximum of four years after the Institute’s master programme or a related master programme from another academic institution. During their doctoral studies, candidates are required to obtain 24 course credits and defend a preliminary thesis dissertation before completing fieldwork and writing their doctoral thesis.

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/anso

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 compulsory courses</td>
<td>12 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 elective courses in the discipline of specialisation</td>
<td>12 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary thesis dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>54 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option to designate a minor (18 ECTS in another discipline)</td>
<td>18 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTER 1: AUTUMN 2021
→ Doctoral Research Seminar I: Themes and Debates, Shaila Seshia Galvin, Patricia Spyer

SEMESTER 2: SPRING 2022
→ Doctoral Research Seminar II: Critical Epistemologies, Graziella Moraes Silva

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021
→ Anthropological Perspectives on Reproductive Politics in the 21st Century, Aditya Bharadwaj
→ Anthropologie francophone : De Durkheim à Bourdieu en passant par Foucault, Yvan Droz
→ Anthropology and Tourism: Encounters through Difference and Inequality, Valerio Simoni
→ Critical Perspectives on Migration: Mobilities, Borders, and Transnational Connections, Valerio Simoni
→ Elites and Inequality, Graziella Moraes Silva
→ Human Rights and the Politics of Culture, Julie Billaud
→ Illicit Economies, Filipe Calvão
→ Medical Anthropology II: Contemporary Approaches to Biomedicine, Technology and Global Health, Aditya Bharadwaj
→ Policing and Militarization Today (3 ECTS), Laurence Ralph
→ Religion, politique et sexualité: perspectives comparatives, Jean-François Bayart
→ Screening the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: Competing and Complementary Narratives through Cinematic Representations, Riccardo Bocco
→ Sound and Image: Multimodal Methodologies for the 21st Century (3 ECTS), Mark Westmoreland
Spring 2022

→ Anthropology and Finance, Anna-Riikka Kauppinen
→ Cultures of Expertise, Grégoire Mallard
→ Dealing with the Past and Transitional Justice: Comparative Perspectives, Riccardo Bocco
→ Global Capitalism, Precarious Labour and the Luxury Industry (3 ECTS), Giulia Mensitieri
→ Language and Ethnography (3 ECTS), Niloofar Haeri
→ Medical Anthropology I: Health and Illness in Cross Cultural Perspective, Vinh-Kim Nguyen
→ Mobilities: Critical Perspectives on Forced and Voluntary Migration, Alessandro Monsutti
→ Religion and Technology: Transcultural Networks and Imaginaries (3 ECTS), Kenneth George
→ Religion et politique en Afrique, Jean-François Bayart
→ Sociology of Gender, Isabel Pike
→ TBC (3 ECTS), Simona Taliani
→ TBC on Technology, Racial Extraction and Capitalism (3 ECTS), Tressie McMillan Cottom
→ Topics in Globalisation and Postcolonialism, Alessandro Monsutti
→ Urban Visualities, Patricia Spyer

STUDENTS WHO HAVE OBTAINED ALL COURSE CREDITS

SEMESTER 3
PRELIMINARY THESIS DISSERTATION

Before the end of SEMESTER 8
SUBMISSION OF THESIS MANUSCRIPT | DEFENCE | OFFICIAL SUBMISSION

Minor in Anthropology and Sociology

Students who are enrolled in a PhD programme in another department and wish to obtain a minor in Anthropology and Sociology must fulfil the following requirements:

- Submit their application file to the ANSO Head of Department;
- Have a PhD co-supervisor from the teaching faculty of the Department of Anthropology and Sociology;
- Complete 18 course credits including the compulsory Doctoral Research Seminar I: Themes and Debates. The Doctoral Research Seminar II: Critical Epistemologies may be taken as one of the electives.
Master in International Economics

The Master in International Economics combines a focus on economics with the Institute's multidisciplinary teaching in other key subjects to give students a broad view of economic policy. Courses cover trade, development, econometrics, macroeconomics, financial crises, monetary and financial systems, natural resource economics, climate change, regional integration, migration, economic history and more.

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-economics

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8 compulsory courses</th>
<th>8 x 6 = 48 ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 elective courses</td>
<td>7 x 6 = 42 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 3 to 5 courses in the discipline of specialisation</td>
<td>18 to 30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 2 to 4 courses in one or several complementary discipline(s)</td>
<td>12 to 24 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>90 + 30 = 120 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each student is allowed to spread out the elective courses over semesters 1 to 4, but must take into account the following regulations:

- Students must take a certain number of courses in their discipline of specialisation and in complementary disciplines;
- It is obligatory for students to obtain a minimum of 18 ECTS credits each semester;
- Failed courses cannot be repeated during the fourth semester of studies.

At the end of the first semester, the student chooses between one of the following tracks:

- International Finance and Macroeconomics
- International Trade
- Development Economics
- Sustainable Finance and Development

A trackless master programme is possible if approved by the Head of Department. The student must take 8 compulsory courses: 6 from the core curriculum and 2 to be chosen among the compulsory courses corresponding to the tracks.

Students interested in the fast-track option must obtain the 90 course credits required by the curriculum by the end of the third semester. In the third semester, students should refer to the PhD curriculum and take the following courses:

- Advanced International Trade A (2 courses 3 ECTS each) for the PhD in International Economics with a specialisation in International Trade
- Advanced International Macroeconomics A (2 courses 3 ECTS each) or the PhD in International Economics with a specialisation in International Macroeconomics
- Advanced Development Macroeconomics (2 courses 3 ECTS each) for the PhD in Development Economics
Students can spend their third semester at one of the Institute’s partner universities as part of an exchange programme.

It is strongly recommended that all students follow the Department seminar each year:

→ Vilfredo Pareto Doctoral Research Seminar - Department Seminar Series

Note: Courses numbered I and II must be taken in sequence. The courses with an A and B designation are independent.

INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTER 1: AUTUMN 2021

3 COMPULSORY COURSES
→ Econometrics I, Imelda
→ Macroeconomics A, Cédric Tille
→ Microeconomics I, Yuan Zi

1 RECOMMENDED ELECTIVE COURSE
→ Mathematics and Statistics for Economists, Théodore Renault

Students can decide to take no elective courses in the first semester, but it is strongly recommended to follow at least one elective so as to accumulate a minimum of 24 course credits.

SEMESTER 2: SPRING 2022

3 COMPULSORY COURSES
→ Econometrics II, Ugo Panizza
→ Macroeconomics B, Philippe Bacchetta
→ Microeconomics II, The Economics of Uncertainty and Information, Jean-Louis Arcand

1 COMPULSORY COURSE IN THE CHOSEN TRACK
Track 1: International Finance and Macroeconomics
→ International Finance A, Daniel Kaufmann

Track 2: International Trade
→ International Trade A, Yuan Zi

Track 3: Development Economics
→ Macroeconomic Topics for Emerging Economies, Cédric Tille

Track 4: Sustainable Finance and Development
→ Finance, Development and Inclusion, Nathan Sussman

Students can decide to take no further elective courses in the second semester, but it is strongly recommended that they take at least one more elective so as to accumulate a minimum of 30 course credits in this semester and reach a total of at least 48 credits, preferably 54 or 60, by the end of the first year.

SEMESTER 3: AUTUMN 2022 – SPRING 2023

1 COMPULSORY COURSE TO BE CHOSEN IN THE CHOSEN TRACK
Track 1: International Finance and Macroeconomics
→ Financial Integration and Crises, Alessandro Missale
Track 2: International Trade
→ International Trade B, Richard Baldwin

Track 3: Development Economics
→ Impact Evaluation, Jean-Louis Arcand
→ Development Economics, Martina Viarengo

Track 4: Sustainable Finance and Development
→ Sustainable Finance and Impact Investing, Beatrice Weder di Mauro

SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2023
MASTER DISSERTATION

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES
Autumn 2021
→ Demystifying DSGE Models, John Cuddy
→ Development Economics, Martina Viarengo
→ The Economics of International Trade, Robert Koopman
→ Financial Integration and Crises, Alessandro Missale
→ Impact Evaluation, Jean-Louis Arcand
→ Industrial Organisation, Damien Neven
→ International Trade B, Richard Baldwin
→ Natural Resource Economics and Sustainable Development, Timothy Swanson
→ Social Choice, Jean-Louis Arcand, David Sylvan
→ Sustainable Finance and Impact Investing, Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Spring 2022
→ Behavioral Economics, (UNIL), Luis Santos-Pinto, Bettina Klaus
→ Competition Law and Economics, Damien Neven
→ Economic History, Nathan Sussman
→ Environment and Development Economics, Imelda
→ Game Theory (UNIL), Bettina Klaus
→ International Finance A, Daniel Kaufmann
→ International Trade A, Yuan Zi
→ Labor Economics (UNIGE)*, Tobias Mueller
→ Macroeconomic Topics for Emerging Economies, Cédric Tille
→ Microeconomics II: The Economics of Uncertainty and Information, Jean-Louis Arcand
→ Political and institutional economics (UNIL), Allessandro Saia, Dominic Rohner
→ Public Economics (UNIL), Camille Terrier
→ Regional Disparities and Urban Economics (UNIGE), Frédéric Robert-Nicoud

* Participation in the course is subject to acceptance by the host university. The host university's course and exam registration procedures apply.

PLEASE CONSULT POCKET CAMPUS (AVAILABLE ON YOUR SMARTPHONE AND ON THE WEB SITE) FOR ALL COURSES OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES
PhD in International Economics

The PhD programme in International Economics offers advanced training focusing on trade and international monetary economics. As part of the programme, students produce a thesis that represents a substantial contribution to the discipline and which demonstrates their ability to combine independent research with formal methodologies and the tools of modern economics.

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-economics

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compulsory courses in the main field</th>
<th>12 ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compulsory courses in the secondary field</td>
<td>6 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsory Seminars</td>
<td>6 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Econometrics compulsory course to be chosen | 1 x 6 = 6 ECTS

Elective courses | 6 ECTS

Preliminary thesis dissertation | 30 ECTS

TOTAL | 36 + 30 = 66 ECTS

Option to designate a minor (18 ECTS in another discipline) | 3 x 6 = 18 ECTS

It is strongly recommended that all students follow the Department seminar each year and not just in the first year:
→ Vilfredo Pareto Doctoral Research Seminar - Department Seminar Series

INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTERS 1–2

COMPULSORY COURSES IN THE MAIN FIELD

International Trade

Autumn 2021
→ Advanced International Trade A: Neoclassical Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin
→ Advanced International Trade A: New Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin

Spring 2022
→ Advanced International Trade B: Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi
→ Advanced International Trade B: Advanced Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi

OR

International Macroeconomics

Autumn 2021
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Methods and Models (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Selected Advanced Topics (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
Spring 2022
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics B: Policies to Harness Financial Globalisation (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics B: International Policy: Constraints, Changing Effectiveness, and New Tools (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille

COMPULSORY COURSES IN THE SECONDARY FIELD
Autumn 2021
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Methods and Models (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Selected Advanced Topics (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
  → Advanced International Trade A: Neoclassical Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin
  → Advanced International Trade A: New Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin

Spring 2022
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics B: Policies to Harness Financial Globalisation (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics B: International Policy: Constraints, Changing Effectiveness, and New Tools (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
  → Advanced International Trade B: Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi
  → Advanced International Trade B: Advanced Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi

1 Econometrics COMPULSORY COURSE TO BE CHOSEN
Autumn 2021
  → Econometrics - Gerzensee Swiss Program for Beginning Doctoral Students (*This course takes place during the entire academic year*)

Spring 2022
  → Advanced Econometrics (UNIGE), Stefan Sperlich, Aleksey Tetenov

COMPULSORY SEMINARS
Autumn 2021
  → Vilfredo Pareto Doctoral Research Seminar - Department Seminar Series (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi
Spring 2022
  → Vilfredo Pareto Doctoral Research Seminar - Department Seminar Series (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES
SEMESTERS 1–2
Autumn 2021
  → Advanced Development Macroeconomics: Drivers of Growth (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
  → Advanced Development Macroeconomics: Empirical Research (3 ECTS), Martina Viarengo
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Methods and Models (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
  → Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Selected Advanced Topics (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
  → Advanced International Trade A: Neoclassical Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin
  → Advanced International Trade A: New Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin
  → Demystifying DSGE Models, John Cuddy
  → Impact Evaluation, Jean-Louis Arcand
  → Natural Resource Economics and Sustainable Development, Timothy Swanson
  → Social Choice, Jean-Louis Arcand, David Sylvan
  → Sustainable Finance and Impact Investing, Beatrice Weder di Mauro
Spring 2022

- Advanced Development Microeconomics: Market Failures (3 ECTS), Lore Vandewalle
- Advanced Development Microeconomics: Other Topics (3 ECTS), Lore Vandewalle
- Advanced International Macroeconomics B: Policies to Harness Financial Globalisation (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
- Advanced International Macroeconomics B: International Policy: Constraints, Changing Effectiveness, and New Tools (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
- Advanced International Trade B: Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi
- Advanced International Trade B: Advanced Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossii
- Growth and Development: An Economic History Perspective, Nathan Sussman
- Microeconomics II: The Economics of Uncertainty and Information, Jean-Louis Arcand

STUDENTS WHO HAVE OBTAINED ALL COURSE CREDITS

SEMESTER 3
PRELIMINARY THESIS DISSERTATION

Before the end of SEMESTER 8
SUBMISSION OF THESIS MANUSCRIPT | DEFENCE | OFFICIAL SUBMISSION

Minor in International Economics

PhD students interested in following a minor in International Economics must:
- Choose a co supervisor in the department faculty;
- Contact the Head of Department to design a personalized curriculum.
PhD in Development Economics

The PhD programme in Development Economics provides state-of-the-art training for economists who wish to focus on developing countries. Two compulsory doctoral seminars, one on development microeconomics, the other on development macroeconomics, ensure that students are both rigorously trained and well-rounded. A compulsory advanced econometrics class, coupled with an elective in impact evaluation, guarantees that students possess the empirical skills needed to conduct original research.

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-economics

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

| Compulsory courses in the main field | 12 ECTS |
| Compulsory courses in a secondary field | 6 ECTS |
| Compulsory Seminars | 6 ECTS |
| 1 Econometrics, compulsory course to be chosen | 1 x 6 = 6 ECTS |
| Elective courses | 6 ECTS |
| Preliminary thesis dissertation | 30 ECTS |
| TOTAL | 36 + 30 = 66 ECTS |
| Option to designate a minor (18 ECTS in another discipline) | 3 x 6 = 18 ECTS |

It is strongly recommended that all students follow the Department seminar each year and not just in the first year:

→ Vilfredo Pareto Doctoral Research Seminar - Department Seminar Series

INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTERS 1–2

COMPULSORY COURSES IN THE MAIN FIELD

Autumn 2021
→ Advanced Development Macroeconomics: Drivers of Growth (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
→ Advanced Development Macroeconomics: Empirical Research (3 ECTS), Martina Viarengo

Spring 2022
→ Advanced Development Microeconomics: Market Failures (3 ECTS), Lore Vandewalle
→ Advanced Development Microeconomics: Other Topics (3 ECTS), Lore Vandewalle

COMPULSORY COURSES IN THE SECONDARY FIELD

Autumn 2021
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Methods and Models (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Selected Advanced Topics (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
→ Advanced International Trade A: Neoclassical Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin
→ Advanced International Trade A: New Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin

Spring 2022
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics B: Policies to Harness Financial Globalisation (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics B: International Policy: Constraints, Changing Effectiveness, and New Tools (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
→ Advanced International Trade B: Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi
→ Advanced International Trade B: Advanced Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi

1 Econometrics COMPULSORY COURSE TO BE CHOSEN
Autumn 2021
→ Econometrics - Gerzensee Swiss Program for Beginning Doctoral Students (This course takes place during the entire academic year)

Spring 2022
→ Advanced Econometrics (UNIGE), Stefan Sperlich, Aleksey Tetenov

COMPULSORY SEMINARS
Autumn 2021
→ Vilfredo Pareto Doctoral Research Seminar - Department Seminar Series (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi

Spring 2022
→ Vilfredo Pareto Doctoral Research Seminar - Department Seminar Series (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES
Autumn 2021
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Methods and Models (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics A: Selected Advanced Topics (3 ECTS), Paolo Cavallino
→ Advanced International Trade A: Neoclassical Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin
→ Advanced International Trade A: New Trade Theories (3 ECTS), Richard Baldwin
→ Demystifying DSGE Models, John Cuddy
→ Impact Evaluation, Jean-Louis Arcand
→ Natural Resource Economics and Sustainable Development, Timothy Swanson
→ Social Choice, Jean-Louis Arcand, David Sylvan
→ Sustainable Finance and Impact Investing, Beatrice Weder di Mauro

Spring 2022
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics B: Policies to Harness Financial Globalisation (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
→ Advanced International Macroeconomics B: International Policy: Constraints, Changing Effectiveness, and New Tools (3 ECTS), Cédric Tille
→ Advanced International Trade B: Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi
→ Advanced International Trade B: Advanced Topics in International Trade (3 ECTS), Julia Cajal-Grossi
→ Growth and Development: An Economic History Perspective, Nathan Sussman
→ Microeconomics II: The Economics of Uncertainty and Information, Jean-Louis Arcand
Minor in Development Economics

PhD students interested in following a minor in Development Economics must:

- Choose a co-supervisor in the department faculty;
- Contact the department head to design a personalized curriculum.
International History and Politics

Master in International History and Politics

The Master Programme in International History and Politics researches and teaches the contemporary world through its different histories and politics. Within layered, critical and global outlooks, International History and Politics are studied before, between and beyond nations, thereby encouraging multifaceted approaches to current policy, socioeconomics, politics and culture.

The main teaching and research themes of the Master Programme in International History and Politics are:

- The history and politics of international governance and systems;
- The history and politics of transnational actors and actions; and
- The history and politics of culture, societies and markets in regional and/or global perspective.

These themes are complementary. The Department’s mission is to encourage dynamic and cross-cutting historical approaches to understanding, contextualising and situating international politics and policies. Specifically, the Department cultivates methodological richness in international, transnational, global, social, economic and cultural history and politics.

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-history

General Curriculum Outline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 compulsory courses</th>
<th>3 x 6 = 18 ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 elective courses</td>
<td>12 x 6 = 72 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 8 to 10 courses in the discipline of specialisation</td>
<td>48 to 60 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 2 to 4 courses in one or more complementary discipline(s)</td>
<td>12 to 24 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>90 + 30 = 120 ECTS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The International History and Politics Forum (IHF) is a regular series of discussions convened by the International History and Politics Department at the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies to discuss a variety of global questions from a multiplicity of historically-informed perspectives.

The IHF takes place every other Tuesday from 16:15 to 18:00 in Room A2 at the Graduate Institute (Maison de la paix) during the autumn and spring academic semesters.

Attendance is required for all Master’s students.
Each student is allowed to spread out the elective courses over semesters 1 to 4, but must take into account the following regulations:

- Students must take a certain number of courses in their discipline of specialisation and in complementary disciplines;
- It is obligatory for students to obtain a minimum of 18 ECTS credits each semester;
- Failed courses cannot be repeated during the fourth semester of studies.

Students interested in the fast-track option must obtain the 90 course credits required by the curriculum by the end of the third semester. During the third semester, these students must take in advance “Doctoral Seminar I”, which is supposed to be taken in the first semester of the PhD programme; this course would replace an elective course offered in the master curriculum.

Students have the opportunity to spend the third semester at one of the Institute’s partner universities as part of an exchange programme.

**INCOMING STUDENTS**

**LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES**

**SEMESTER 1: AUTUMN 2021**

1 COMPULSORY COURSE

→ Historiography: A Critical Introduction, Carolyn Biltoft

**SEMESTER 2: SPRING 2022**

1 COMPULSORY COURSE

→ Applied Research Seminar in International History and Politics (ARS), Davide Rodogno

**SEMESTER 3: AUTUMN 2022**

1 COMPULSORY COURSE

→ Histories beyond Nation, Gopalan Balachandran

**SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2022**

MASTER DISSERTATION

**CONTINUING STUDENTS**

**SEMESTER 3: AUTUMN 2021**

1 COMPULSORY COURSE

→ Histories beyond Nation, Gopalan Balachandran

**SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2022**

MASTER DISSERTATION
LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021

→ Authoritarianism and Democracy in Latin America: From Independence to the 2010s (3 ECTS), Edoardo Altamura
→ Capital: Past, Present, Future, Carolyn Biltoft, Gopalan Balachandran
→ The Fuel of Globalisation: Transnational Histories of the Petroleum Century, Antoine Acker
→ Global History of Science: Colonial Encounters and Beyond, Michael Suter
→ Historians in the World, Aidan Russell
→ International Finance in History, Rui Pedro Esteves
→ An International History of Racism, Mohamed Mahmoud Mohamedou and David Rodogno
→ Violence, History and Memory in the Twentieth-Century Africa, Aidan Russell

Spring 2022

→ Competing histories of Climate Change, Antoine Acker
→ Evolution of the International System, c. 1815 to the Present, Gopalan Balachandran
→ Global Visions and Parochial Politics: United States and the World since 1945, Jussi Hanhimäki
→ Histories of Truth, Facts and Uncertainty, Aidan Russell
→ Introduction to Historiography and Historical Methods: Social History for a Global Age, Michael Suter
→ Oral History, Nicole Bourbonnais
→ Understanding Terrorism: History, Contexts and New Challenges, Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou

PLEASE CONSULT POCKET CAMPUS (AVAILABLE ON YOUR SMARTPHONE AND ON THE WEB SITE) FOR ALL COURSES OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES
PhD in International History and Politics

The main teaching and research themes of the Ph.D. Programme in International History and Politics:

- The history and politics of international governance and systems;
- The history and politics of transnational actors and actions;
- The history and politics of culture, societies and markets in regional and/or global perspective.

These themes are complementary. The Department’s mission is to encourage dynamic and cross-cutting historical approaches to understanding, contextualising and situating international politics and policies. Specifically, the Department cultivates methodological richness in international, transnational, global, social, economic and cultural history and politics.

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-history

**GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 compulsory courses</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 elective courses in the discipline of specialisation</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary thesis dissertation</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option to designate a minor (18 ECTS in another discipline)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE INTERNATIONAL HISTORY AND POLITICS FORUM (IHF)** is a regular series of discussions convened by the International History and Politics Department at the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies to discuss a variety of global questions from a multiplicity of historically-informed perspectives.

The IHF takes places every other Tuesday from 16:15 to 18:00 in Room A2 at the Graduate Institute (Maison de la paix) during the autumn and spring academic semesters.

**Attendance is required for all pre-MPT Doctoral students.**
INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTERS 1–2

2 COMPULSORY COURSES

Autumn 2021
→ Doctoral Seminar I, Carolyn Biltoft and Cyrus Schayegh

Spring 2022
→ Doctoral Seminar II, Carolyn Biltoft and Cyrus Schayegh

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021
→ Authoritarianism and Democracy in Latin America: From Independence to the 2010s (3 ECTS), Edoardo Altamura
→ Capital: Past, Present, Future, Carolyn Biltoft, Gopalan Balachandran
→ The Fuel of Globalisation: Transnational Histories of the Petroleum Century, Antoine Acker
→ Global History of Science: Colonial Encounters and Beyond, Michael Suter
→ Historians in the World, Aidan Russell
→ International Finance in History, Rui Pedro Esteves
→ An International History of Racism, Mohamed Mahmoud Mohamedou and David Rodogno
→ Violence, History and Memory in the Twentieth-Century Africa, Aidan Russell

Spring 2022
→ Competing histories of Climate Change, Antoine Acker
→ Evolution of the International System, c. 1815 to the Present, Gopalan Balachandran
→ Global Visions and Parochial Politics: United States and the World since 1945, Jussi Hanhimäki
→ Histories of Truth, Facts and Uncertainty, Aidan Russell
→ Introduction to Historiography and Historical Methods: Social History for a Global Age, Michael Suter
→ Oral History, Nicole Bourbonnais
→ Understanding Terrorism: History, Contexts and New Challenges, Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou

STUDENTS WHO HAVE OBTAINED ALL COURSE CREDITS

SEMESTER 3
PRELIMINARY THESIS DISSERTATION

Before the end of SEMESTER 8
SUBMISSION OF THESIS MANUSCRIPT | DEFENCE | OFFICIAL SUBMISSION
Minor in International History and Politics

PhD students interested in following a minor in International History and Politics must:

- Choose a co-supervisor in the department faculty;
- Follow the “Doctoral Seminar I” and 2 elective classes from the list below:

**Autumn 2021**
- Authoritarianism and Democracy in Latin America: From Independence to the 2010s (3 ECTS), Edoardo Altamura
- Capital: Past, Present, Future, Carolyn Biltoft, Gopalan Balachandran
- The Fuel of Globalisation: Transnational Histories of the Petroleum Century, Antoine Acker
- Global History of Science: Colonial Encounters and Beyond, Michael Suter
- Historians in the World, Aidan Russell
- International Finance in History, Rui Pedro Esteves
- An International History of Racism, Mohamed Mahmoud Mohamedou and David Rodogno
- Violence, History and Memory in the Twentieth-Century Africa, Aidan Russell

**Spring 2022**
- Competing histories of Climate Change, Antoine Acker
- Continuity and Change in the Middle East and North Africa: From the Ottoman Empire to the Arab Spring, Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
- Evolution of the International System, c. 1815 to the Present, Gopalan Balachandran
- Global Visions and Parochial Politics: United States and the World since 1945, Jussi Hanhimäki
- Histories of Truth, Facts and Uncertainty, Aidan Russell
- Introduction to Historiography and Historical Methods: Social History for a Global Age, Michael Suter
- Oral History, Nicole Bourbonnais
- Understanding Terrorism: History, Contexts and New Challenges, Mohammad-Mahmoud Ould Mohamedou
INTERNATIONAL LAW

Master in International Law

The Master in International Law provides students with the skills and knowledge necessary for rigorous analysis of contemporary international legal issues. It couples a solid background in the main areas of international law (international law-making, international dispute settlement, history and philosophy of law) with advanced training in one or more specialised fields (including trade and investment, human rights, environment, migration, territorial disputes and international law theory).

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-law

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 compulsory courses</th>
<th>3 x 6 = 18 ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 elective courses</td>
<td>12 x 6 = 72 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 8 to 10 courses in the discipline of specialisation</td>
<td>48 to 60 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 2 to 4 courses in one or more complementary discipline(s)</td>
<td>12 to 24 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>90 + 30 = 120 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each student is allowed to spread out the elective courses over semesters 1 to 4, but must take into account the following regulations:

- Students must take a certain number of courses in their discipline of specialisation and in complementary disciplines;
- It is obligatory for students to obtain a minimum of 18 ECTS credits each semester;
- Failed courses cannot be repeated during the fourth semester of studies.

Students interested in the fast-track option must obtain the 90 course credits required by the curriculum by the end of the third semester. During the third semester, these students can also take in advance 6 ECTS credits from the 18 ECTS credits of elective courses specified in the PhD curriculum; this course will replace an elective course offered in the master curriculum.

Students have the opportunity to spend the third semester at one of the Institute’s partner universities as part of an exchange programme.
INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTER 1: AUTUMN 2021
2 COMPULSORY COURSES

→ The Foundations of International Law, Marcelo Kohen
→ International Law in the 21st Century, Paola Gaeta

SEMESTER 2: SPRING 2022
1 COMPULSORY COURSE
→ Transnational Law, Nico Krisch

SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2022
MASTER DISSERTATION

CONTINUING STUDENTS

SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2022
MASTER DISSERTATION

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021
→ Climate Change and International Law, Anne Saab
→ Compliance with International Law: Theories and Mechanisms, Fuad Zarbiyev
→ Human Rights in Turbulent Times, Andrew Clapham
→ International Trade Law, Jan Bohanes
→ Law of the Sea: Current Challenges, Zachary Douglas
→ Law without the State, Thomas Schultz
→ Laws of War, Andrew Clapham
→ Master’s Thesis Preparation & Methodology Workshop (3 ECTS), TA’s & Andrea Bianchi
→ Research Seminar on the International Law of Energy, Jorge E. Viñuales
→ Territorial disputes in international Law/Conflits territoriaux en droit international, Marcelo Kohen
→ TradeLab International Economic Law Clinic (9 ECTS), Scott Andersen & Colette van der Ven

Spring 2022
→ Clinic on legal issues in international organizations (9 ECTS), Gian Luca Burci & Nico Krisch
→ Géocide et responsabilité internationale, Paola Gaeta
→ Global Health Law, Gian Luca Burci
→ Global South and International Law, Sundhya Pahuja
→ History and Theory of International Law, Janne Nijman
→ Intellectual Property Rights and Agriculture, Anne Saab
→ International Intellectual Property Law: Current Issues (3 ECTS), Edward Kwakwa
→ International Investment Law, Dolores Bentolila, Nathalie Bernasconi & Michele Potesta
→ International Law through cases, Marcelo Kohen
→ International Moot Court, Joost Pauwelyn (9 ECTS) (no online registration)
→ Internet, Technology & International Law, Thomas Schultz
→ Law of the Sea Clinic (9 ECTS), Zachary Douglas
→ Theory and Practice of Treaty Interpretation, Andrea Bianchi and Fuad Zarbiyev
→ The Trade of International Lawyer: Anatomy of a Profession, Fuad Zarbiyev

PLEASE CONSULT POCKET CAMPUS (AVAILABLE ON YOUR SMARTPHONE AND ON THE WEB SITE) FOR ALL COURSES OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES
PhD in International Law

The PhD in International Law offers high-level specialisation and training in both the theoretical and practical aspects of international law. The programme prepares doctoral students for either academic and research careers or for executive high-ranking positions in the public or private sectors. Besides working closely with a world-renowned faculty, students attend courses and seminars that cover a wide range of subjects in international law with an unrivalled student-to-faculty ratio.

https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-law

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 compulsory courses</td>
<td>2 x 6 = 12 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 elective courses in the discipline of specialisation</td>
<td>3 x 6 = 18 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary thesis dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>60 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option to designate a minor (18 ECTS in another discipline)</td>
<td>3 x 6 = 18 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTERS 1–2

2 COMPULSORY COURSES

Autumn 2021

→ International Law Theories, Andrea Bianchi

Spring 2022

→ Research Design and Methodology, Anne Saab

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021

→ Climate Change and International Law, Anne Saab
→ Compliance with International Law: Theories and Mechanisms, Fuad Zarbiyev
→ Human Rights in Turbulent Times, Andrew Clapham
→ International Trade Law, Jan Bohanes
→ Law of the Sea: Current Challenges, Zachary Douglas
→ Law without the State, Thomas Schultz
→ Laws of War, Andrew Clapham
→ Research Seminar on the International Law of Energy, Jorge E. Viñuales
→ Territorial disputes in international Law/Conflits territoriaux en droit international, Marcelo Kohen
→ TradeLab International Economic Law Clinic (9 ECTS), Scott Andersen & Colette van der Ven

Spring 2022

→ Clinic on legal issues in international organizations (9 ECTS), Gian Luca Burci & Nico Krisch
→ Génocide et responsabilité internationale, Paola Gaeta
→ Global Health Law, Gian Luca Burci
STUDENTS WHO HAVE OBTAINED ALL COURSE CREDITS

SEMMER 3
PRELIMINARY THESIS DISSERTATION

Before the end of SEMESTER 8
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Minor in International Law

PhD students interested in following a minor in International Law must:

- Choose a co-supervisor from the department faculty;
- Follow 3 elective classes from the list above
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / POLITICAL SCIENCE

Master in International Relations/Political Science

The master programme in International Relations/Political Science prepares students for doctoral studies, research activities and careers dealing with different aspects of international relations, which require strong analytical and research skills, whether in the public or private sector. Courses cover political economy, multilateral governance, applied game theory, security policy, environmental regulation, conflict and cooperation, gender politics, political violence, sovereignty, intervention and humanitarianism, qualitative methods, statistics and other topics.

→ https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-relations-political-science

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6 compulsory courses (including 3 to be chosen)</th>
<th>6 x 6 = 36 ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 elective courses</td>
<td>9 x 6 = 54 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 5 to 7 courses in the discipline of specialisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● 2 to 4 courses in one or several complementary discipline(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>90 + 30 = 120 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each student is allowed to spread out the elective courses over semesters 1 to 4, but must take into account the following regulations:

- Students must take a certain number of courses in their discipline of specialisation and in complementary disciplines;
- It is obligatory for students to obtain a minimum of 18 ECTS credits each semester;
- Failed courses cannot be repeated during the fourth semester of studies.

Students interested in the fast-track option must obtain the 90 course credits required by the curriculum by the end of the third semester. During the third semester, these students can take in advance the “Doctoral Seminar”; this course will replace one of the elective courses included in the master programme curriculum.

Students have the opportunity to spend the third semester at one of the Institute’s partner universities as part of an exchange programme. As far as possible, they should have taken a substitute course for “Statistics for International Relations Research I”, which is supposed to be taken in the third semester.
INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTER 1: AUTUMN 2021
1 COMPULSORY COURSE
→ Theories and Theorists of International Relations, Cédric Dupont

SEMESTER 2: SPRING 2022
1 COMPULSORY COURSE
→ Research Design in International Relations and Political Science, Cédric Dupont

SEMESTER 3: AUTUMN 2021
1 COMPULSORY COURSE
→ Statistics for International Relations Research I, Umut Yüksel

SEMESTERS 1–3: AUTUMN 2021–AUTUMN 2022
3 COMPULSORY COURSES TO BE CHOSEN FROM THE FOLLOWING

Autumn 2021
→ International Governance, James Hollway
→ International Political Economy, Sung Min Rho

Spring 2022
→ Comparative Politics, Ravi Bhavnani
→ Foreign Policy Analysis, Cameron Thies (TBD)
→ International Security, Anna Leander

SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2022
MASTER DISSERTATION

CONTINUING STUDENTS

SEMESTER 3: AUTUMN 2021
1 COMPULSORY COURSE
→ Statistics for International Relations Research I, Umut Yüksel

SEMESTER 4: SPRING 2022
MASTER DISSERTATION

LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021
→ Diplomatic Encounters (3 ECTS), Aurel Niederberger
→ Feminist Theory, Elisabeth Prügl
→ Future Thinking and Foresight Practice (3 ECTS), Cédric Dupont
→ The Global Governance of Outbreaks, Suerie Moon
→ Identity and Conflictuality in Contemporary Sub-Saharan Africa, Eric Degila
→ Identity and Violence, Ravi Bhavnani
→ Social Choice, David Sylvan, Jean-Louis Arcand
→ Social Networks: Theories and Methods, James Hollway
→ UN Peace Operations in a Changing World Order, Sara Hellmüller
Spring 2022

→ Everyday Political Economy, Elisabeth Prügl
→ Global Governance Narratives, Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
→ The (in)securitization of migration: Governing migrant bodies in Switzerland and beyond, Victor Santos Rodriguez
→ The Politics of Digital Design (3 ECTS), Jonathan Austin
→ The Politics of Expertise in Global Governance, Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
→ The Social Origins of Mass Atrocities, Ravi Bhavnani
→ Survey Experiments, Sung Min Rho
→ Technology, Power and Global Governance, Suerie Moon

PLEASE CONSULT POCKET CAMPUS (AVAILABLE ON YOUR SMARTPHONE AND ON THE WEB SITE) FOR ALL COURSES OPEN TO STUDENTS FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES
PhD in International Relations/Political Science

The PhD programme in International Relations/Political Science is designed to prepare students for a career in international relations involving close contact with research. The programme gives students the range of skills needed to produce their doctoral thesis and to carry out and understand in-depth research after their studies. Courses cover political economy, multilateral governance, applied game theory, security policy, environmental regulation, conflict and cooperation, gender politics, political violence, sovereignty, intervention and humanitarianism, qualitative methods, statistics and other topics.

https://graduateinstitute.ch/academic-departments/international-relations-political-science

GENERAL CURRICULUM OUTLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6 compulsory courses (including 1 to be chosen)</th>
<th>6 x 6 = 36 ECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary thesis dissertation</td>
<td>30 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>66 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option to designate a minor (18 ECTS in another discipline)</td>
<td>3 x 6 = 18 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCOMING STUDENTS

LIST OF COMPULSORY COURSES

SEMESTERS 1–2

Autumn 2021

- Doctoral Seminar in Political Science/ International Relations, Anna Leander
- Qualitative Methods in Political Science, David Sylvan
- Statistics for International Relations Research I, Umut Yüksel

Spring 2022

- Research Design in International Relations and Political Science, Cédric Dupont
- Statistics for International Relations Research II, Sung Min Rho

1 COMPULSORY COURSE TO BE CHOSEN FROM THE FOLLOWING

Autumn 2021

- International Governance, James Hollway
- International Political Economy, Sung Min Rho

Spring 2022

- Comparative Politics, Ravi Bhavnani
- Foreign Policy Analysis, Cameron Thies (TBD)
- International Security, Anna Leander
LIST OF ELECTIVE COURSES

Autumn 2021

→ Diplomatic Encounters (3 ECTS), Aurel Niederberger
→ Feminist Theory, Elisabeth Prügl
→ Future Thinking and Foresight Practice (3 ECTS), Cédric Dupont
→ The Global Governance of Outbreaks, Suerie Moon
→ Identity and Conflictuality in Contemporary Sub-Saharan Africa, Eric Degila
→ Identity and Violence, Ravi Bhavnani
→ Social Choice, David Sylvan, Jean-Louis Arcand
→ Social Networks: Theories and Methods, James Hollway
→ UN Peace Operations in a Changing World Order, Sara Hellmüller

Spring 2022

→ Everyday Political Economy, Elisabeth Prügl
→ Global Governance Narratives, Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
→ The (in)securitization of migration: Governing migrant bodies in Switzerland and beyond, Victor Santos Rodriguez
→ The Politics of Digital Design (3 ECTS), Jonathan Austin
→ The Politics of Expertise in Global Governance, Annabelle Littoz-Monnet
→ The Social Origins of Mass Atrocities, Ravi Bhavnani
→ Survey Experiments, Sung Min Rho
→ Technology, Power and Global Governance, Suerie Moon

STUDENTS WHO HAVE OBTAINED ALL COURSE CREDITS

SEMESTER 3
PRELIMINARY THESIS DISSERTATION

Before the end of SEMESTER 8
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Minor in International Relations/Political Science

PhD students interested in following a minor in IR/PS must:

● Choose a co-supervisor from the department faculty;
● Follow 3 elective classes from the list above